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Nuts and Bolts for the Social Sciences

Intended as an introductory survey of the philosophy of the social sciences, this book is

essentially a work of exposition that offers a tool box of mechanisms—nuts and bolts, cogs

and wheels—that can be used to explain complex social phenomena. Elster describes the

fascinating range of forms of irrationality—wishful thinking, the phenomenon of sour

grapes, discounting the future in non-cooperative behavior. He shows how these issues

bear directly on our lives in such concrete situations as wage bargaining, economic cartels,

political strikes, voting in elections, and court decisions involving child custody.

37455-3 Hardcover $34.50137606-8 Paperback $9.95

The Cement of Society
A Study of Social Order

The question addressed in this challenging new book is what binds societies together and

prevents them from disintegrating into chaos and war. Elster analyzes two concepts of

social order: stable, predictable patterns of behavior, and cooperative behavior. The book

examines various aspects of collective action and bargaining from the perspective of

rational choice theory and the theory of social norms. It is a fundamental assumption of

the book that social norms provide an important kind of motivation for action that is

irreducible to rationality.

Studies in Rationality and Social Change

37456-1 Hardcover $44.50137607-6 Paperback $IS.9S

Solomonic Judgements
Studies in the Limitation of Rationality

This volume of essays is very much a sequel to the two earlier collections by Jon Elster,

Ulysses and the Sirens and Sour Grapes. His topic is rationality—it's scope, its limitations,

and its failures. A key and controversial essay that gives the collection its title examines

disputes in cases of child custody that are paradigmatically indeterminate. Leaving aside

cases where one parent is patently unfit, Elster presents three options: a strong presump-

tion in favor of the mother, a strong presumption in favor of the primary caretaker, and

tossing a coin. Though the first two options may be preferable in the short term, Elster

argues that there is a case for randomization in the long term.

Copublished with the Maison des Sciences de I'Homme

374S7-X Hardcover $34.50137608-4 Paperback $12.95

At bookstores or order from
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The Dynamics of
Rational Deliberation
Brian Skyrms

In this illuminating work, Brian Skyrms constructs a theory of "dynamic

deliberation" and uses it to investigate rational decisionmaking in cases

of strategic interaction. It will be of great interest to all those in many

disciplines who use decision theory and game theory to study human

behavior and thought.

"An important book.. .With its unprecedentedly broad and clear

surveys, unified by Skyrms's original contributions, it will be read and

discussed by a good many practitioners and students of philosophy (and

economics and political theory)."

—Richard Jeffrey, Princeton University

$32.50 cloth

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, AM 02138
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from the start." —Peter Singer, The New York Times Magazine
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Article contributions and editorial cor-

respondence should be sent to Economics
and Philosophy, Department of Eco-
nomics, Fernald House, Williams College,
Williamstown, MA 01267, U.S.A. The
journal's editorial office may also be ac-
cessed at B1TNET address
SMONTCOMERY((i WILLIAMS

or at ARPANET address
SMONTCOMERY(« VAX.CS.WILLIAMS EDU

Please use for correspondence only.
Authors should send four copies of their

manuscript and reserve one copy for their
use in checking proofs. Articles must be
in English. Spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation must be consistent within
each article and conform with the Thir-
teenth Edition of The Chicago Manual of
Style (University of Chicago Press).

Books for review should be sent to the
Book Review Editor: Professor Margaret
Schabas, Department of History of Sci-
ence, 4143 Helen White Hall, University
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wl 53706.
Her B1TNET address is
MSCHABASIa VVISCMACC B1TNET.

Preparation of manuscript. A separate
title page should be prepared carrying the
article title, auxiliary short title (not over
50 characters), author's full name (in the
form preferred for publication), and au-
thor's affiliation (including full mailing
address and phone number). Because
blind reviewing will be employed, au-
thors are asked to identify themselves
only on the title page.

The entire manuscript (including notes
and references) should be typed double-
spaced on 8'/2 by 11 inch or A4 paper, with
wide margins for copy editing. Manu-
script pages should be numbered consec-
utively.

Figures. If the manuscript is accepted
for publication, the author must provide
figures that are ready for photographic
reproduction; they cannot be redrawn by
the publisher, unless the author pays for
the cost of such work. Charts, graphs, or
other artwork must be drawn by a profes-
sional artist or computer generated on a
laser printer, in black ink on white pa-
per, and should remain legible after a 50%
reduction. All labels and details on figures
should be clearly printed (or done in
transfer type of a sans-serif face such as
Helvetica).

References and notes. Bibliographic ci-
tations in the text must include the au-
thor's last name and the date of publica-
tion and may include page references:
(Bryant, 1980, pp. 335-44). When an au-
thor's name is part of the text, the follow-
ing form should be used: "Bryant (1980,

pp. 335-44) maintained that . . . ." When
a work by two or more authors is referred
to, all names should be given in the first
citation: (Kravis, Heston, and Summers,
1978), with subsequent citations of the
form (Kravis et al., 1978). When separate
works are referred to within the same
parentheses, they should be listed in al-
phabetical order. Those by the same au-
thor should be separated by commas and
those by different authors by semicolons:
(Fuss and McFadden, 1978; Georgescu-
Roegen, 1971, 1976).

Complete bibliographic information for
each citation should be included in the list
of references. References should be typed
in alphabetic order using the style of the
following examples:

Arrow, Kenneth J. 1974. The Limits of Or-
ganization. New York: Norton.

Bryant, John. 1980. "A Model of Re-
serves, Bank Runs, and Deposit Insur-
ance." journal of Banking and Finance
4:355-64.

Fuss, Melvyn, and McFadden, Daniel
(editors). 1978. Production Economics: A
Dual Approach to Theory and Applications.
Amsterdam: North Holland.

Georgescu-Roegen, 1976. "Chamberlain's
New Economics and the Unit of Pro-
duction." In Monopolistic Competition
Theory: Studies in Impact, edited by Rob-
ert E. Kuenne, pp. 31-62. New York:
Wiley.

Titles of journals may not be abbreviated.
When more than an in-text citation is

called for, footnotes may be used. These
should be numbered consecutively
throughout the text and typed at the bot-
tom of the page in which they are cited.
Source citations within footnotes follow
the same style as citations in text.

Copyediting and proofreading. The
publishers reserve the right to copyedit
and proofread all articles accepted for
publication, but authors will be consulted
in the case of any substantial changes.
Page proofs of article will be sent to the
lead author for correction of typographical
errors only.

General. The lead author will receive 25
offprints of his or her article free of charge;
additional numbers may be purchased if
ordered at proof stage. Submission of an
article implies that it has not been pub-
lished elsewhere. Authors are responsi-
ble for obtaining written permission to
publish material for which they do not
own the copyright. Contributors will be
asked to assign their copyrights, on cer-
tain conditions, to Cambridge University
Press.
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